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Why this is important. 

As a University we produce so much data.  In order for that data to be-
come knowledge, we need to contextualize it and have it searchable. Some 
data, such as pictures, can use this visualization technique to have them 
become accessible to the GW community, to allow guests to interact with 
them to create value greater then the sum of all the individual pieces. 

I decided to focus on two areas- photo exhibits, and live visualization. 

1. Photo Archives/ Exhibits: GW has a slew of photography and exhibits 
in archival formats. Either behind glass or in boxes in a storage. Lets 
codify this data, make it accessible, and allow people to use it to share 
and teach knowledge.

2.  Live visualization: The surface with combination with other peripher-
al devices will allow for people to view data in another plane ( other 
dimension ). What if you could link these two screens together? You 
can be viewing both the XY and YZ planes of information – to which 
have very different affordances.  The visualization opportunities for 
this could be revolutionary. 



A: Surface + Photosynth

Photosynth and Deepzoom are programs built off the Seadragon platform at Microsoft 
that allow for viewing of photogalleries independant of resolution. The result has been 
an interface that allows for zooming in on details of photos/ collection of photos, and 3d 
visualization option which allows for users to rotate between photos in 3d.  

4 Applications immediately come to mind. 
1. GW archive collections and displays
2. Photomosaics
3. Possible display options for the Campus art gallery. Browse through students works
4. Memory lane photo browsing of yearbooks for alumni at fundraising events. 

Several campus areas are currently ready for viewing on this 
platform. Also, this content will be available on the web if Sur-
face is not available, plus on iphone. 
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B: Surface + Peripherials

Augmented Reality Systems will allow for the surface to use webcams 
and a second screen to create systems that composite images on top 
of what the camera sees. Professors and researchers could use this in 
the class room to show students engineering mechanics, sub atomic 
models, and other teaching examples I cannot forsee. I think there could 
be potential in using two screens in this manner to show 2 planes of 
visualization. For graphing and statistical visualization, this could also 
be valuable. 
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B: Surface + Peripherials

Surface can be used as a navigation tool for 3d objects, or the control 
window for a full screen program. 
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